Pointwise reply for RTI Application by Shri Prashant Choudhary

a. The development of Delhi Meerut Expressway is being done by National Highway Authority of India Ltd. The under-construction expressway is passing through the corridor of 5 Nos of POWERGRID Transmission Line as below:
   1.400KV Dadri Mandola TL
   2.400KV Dadri Kaithal TL
   3.400KV Dadri Panipat - ITL
   4.400KV Hapur Muradnagar TL
   5.400KV Dadri Panipat-II TL.

   The new tower are placed for shifting purpose as the above transmission line is infringing the corridor of Delhi Meerut Expressway.

b. The compensation amount is given against the actual damage at site irrespective of right or left side of road. No such compensation amount has been given to any farmers till date as the work are under progress.

c. The compensation amount to yet to be assessed as per actual damage on the basis of Revenue rate/concern authority. The individual details for compensation may not be provided under RTI Act 11.c
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